
G.R. CASE NO.  1241 of  2017

   IN T  HE COURT OF ADDITIONAL  CHIEF JUDICIAL MAGISTRATE,
UDALGURI, ASSAM.

             G.R. CASE NO. 1241 of 2017     
    (U/S- 279/304(A) IPC)

     STATE

      -VS-

MD. TAHIR ALI

        ---------Accused person.

Present:  Smti. Nilakshi Lahkar, A.J.S.

Advocate for the Prosecution : Mrs. N. Narzari

Advocate for the Defence : Mr. M. P Rabha

Offence explained on : 19.06.2019

Evidence recorded on : 29.06.2019 and 10.07.2019

Argument heard on  : 10.07.2019 

Judgment delivered on   : 15.07.2019

J U D G M E N T

1. The prosecution case in brief, is that informant Smti. Sabina Gowala

had  lodged  an  FIR  before  Panery  PS  by  stating  inter-alia  that  on

04.11.2017 at about 03:45 PM her husband namely Sajal Gowala was

going towards the garden hospital, at that time one vehicle (truck)

bearing registration No. AS-01-H-7381 came from  Bamunjuli side and

hit against her husband from behind near the shop of Sri Bhanu Tanti,

which is situated at MB road, for which her husband was died at the

spot. Hence this case.  

2. After   receiving  the  aforesaid  FIR  the  Officer-in-Charge  of  Panery

Police  station  registered  a  case  vide  PS  case  no.  98/2017,  u/S

279/304(A) IPC. The police investigated the case, seized the offending

vehicle  with  connected  documents,  prepared  the  seizure  list  and

sketch map. The vehicle was examined by MVI. During investigation,

IO had collected the Post Mortem report of deceased Sajal Gowala

and after completion of the investigation the I/O submitted the charge
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sheet against the accused person, u/S 279/304(A) I.P.C vide CS No.

08/2019 dated 31.01.2019.

3. Necessary  processes  were  issued  for  causing  appearance  of  the

accused person before the court. The accused appeared. Copies of

relevant documents were furnished to the accused. Considering the

material on record, the particulars of offence u/S 279/304(A) IPC was

read over  and  explained  to  the  accused to  which  he  pleaded not

guilty and claimed to be tried.

4. During the trial the prosecution has examined as many as four (4)

witnesses including the informant. The examination of the accused

person u/S 313 of Cr.P.C was dispensed with as the same was found

not necessary. No defence witness was examined. I have heard the

arguments of both sides and perused the evidence on record. For the

purpose of  clarity,  the following points for  determination is  hereby

framed: 

5. POINTS FOR DETERMINATION OF THE CASE   :

I. Whether the accused had driven the vehicle (truck) bearing

registration no. AS-01-H-7381 so rashly and negligently as to

endanger  the  human  life  on  the  public  road  and  thereby

committed the offence punishable u/S 279 IPC?

II. Whether the accused caused death of victim Sajal Gowala by

his rash or negligent act of driving the vehicle at the time of

occurrence and thereby committed the offence punishable u/S

304(A) IPC?

6. DISCUSSION,  DECISION  AND  REASONS  FOR  DECISION:

Prosecution has examined as many as four (4) PWs to bring home the

case. 

PW 1 Sabina Gowala (informant)

PW 2 Khakan Kar

PW 3 Kuldip Nayak and

PW 4 Dipen Gowala
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7. At the very outset, I must point out that every road traffic incident

does not lead to penal consequences. Prosecution must prove that

accused  was  either  rash  or  negligent.  In  that  backdrop,  let  me

scrutinize the evidence of prosecution.  

8. PW1  Sabina  Gowala,  the  informant  herein  this  case  has  stated

evidence that about 1 and 1/2 years ago the incident took place. She

knows the accused person. At the time of incident she was at home.

At  the  time  of  incident  her  husband  was  coming  from  Orangajuli

medical and in the meantime, one truck came and hit against him.

She  did  not  know  as  to  who  had  driven  the  ill-fated  truck.  Her

husband was died at the spot. After the incident she lodged the FIR

where she put her thumb impression.    

9. During cross examination PW1 has stated that he had not seen the

incident herself. She also could not say as to whose fault the incident

was occurred. She has denied the fact that due to the fault of her

husband, the incident was occurred. 

10.PW2 Khakan Kar has stated in his deposition that he only know the

informant. About 1 year ago the incident was occurred. At the time of

incident he was bathing. After hearing noises, he came out from his

home  and  found  that  the  husband  of  the  informant  met  with  an

accident and lying on the ground. One truck was parking near the

place of occurrence. He did not know as to who had driven the truck.

The husband of the informant was died at spot.   

11.During cross examination PW2 has stated that  he had not seen the

incident.  He  could  not  say  as  to  whose  fault  the  incident  was

occurred. 

12.PW3 Kuldip Nayak has stated in his deposition that he knows both the

parties. At the time of incident he was standing on the road and then

he saw that the husband of the informant went in-front of the truck

and accordingly  he died.  The truck was driving by the accused in

normal speed. The incident was not taken place due to the fault of the

accused person. 
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13.His cross examination was declined by the learned defence counsel. 

14.PW4 Dipen Gowala has stated that he knows the informant as well as

the accused person. The incident was occurred in the year 2017. on

the  day  of  the  incident  he  was  at  his  elder  sister’s  house.  After

hearing  noises,  he  came  out  from  the  house  and  found  that  the

husband of the informant was lying on the road. One truck had hit

against the victim. The driver of the truck escaped from the place of

occurrence. The truck was coming in normal speed. The victim was

died at spot.   

15.During cross examination he has stated that he had not  seen the

incident. 

16.Learned counsel of defence submitted that the prosecution has failed

to prove with cogent evidence that the accused was negligent. He

further  argued  that  the  prosecution  had  not  supported  the

prosecution case at hand and hence he should be acquitted forthwith.

17.In view of the discussion above, before arriving to decision, I would

like  to  put  that  to  prove  the  offence  under  section  279  IPC  the

prosecution has to prove that the driver was reckless or negligent

while driving. Similarly to prove the offence under section 337 and

338 IPC,  the  driver  has  to  be so  much  rash or negligent in  his

driving that such act might cause endanger to public life or safety.

Similarly to prove the offence under section 304(A) IPC, the act of the

driver has to be so much rash and negligent in his driving that he is

not  bothered about the consequence of  such reckless driving.  The

question posed, what shall be the degree of “rash or negligent” to

engulf penal provision. Let me first, go through the definition of rash

and negligent. 

18.When a person, conscious of the fact that his action may cause harm

or  damage,  takes  the  action  with  utter  indifference  to  the

consequences, which may ensue from his such act, he is said to have

done the act rashly. In other word, when a person, who is aware of the

risk, which his action involves, does the act with utter indifference to

the consequences, which his action is likely to entail, such an act is a
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rash act. On the other hand, when a person fails to take, while doing

an act, such precaution, which a reasonable and prudent person is

expected to take or ought to take, before doing the act, such doing of

the act would amount to negligence.

19.Describing as to what is a rash     and     negligent act, Hon’ble Gauhati

High  Court,  in  Haider  Islam Vs.  State  of  Assam,  reported in

2007 (1) GLT 428, it was observed as under:

"the  criminal  negligence  lies  in  doing  an  act  without  taking

such care, which a reasonable man would, ordinarily, do. In the

case at hand, the accused-petitioner drove away the vehicle as

pointed out herein above, while PW1 was still in the process of

disembarking  from  the  bus.  If  the  accused-petitioner  had

driven away the bus after having seen PW1 alighting from the

bus,  the  conduct  of  the  accused-petitioner  would  be  rash

inasmuch as he (accused) drove away the bus knowing the risk

involved. If the accused-petitioner had not seen PW 1 being in

the  process  of  disembarking  from  the  bus,  his  (accused-

petitioner) act would amount to negligence, for, the accused-

petitioner did not take necessary care, which a prudent man

would have, in such circumstances, taken by ensuing that the

vehicle is not driven away until all passengers, who wanted to

get down from the bus, had alighted from the bus. In either

way, therefore, the act of the accused-petitioner amounts to an

offence under Section 279 IPC”.

20.Now, let the case be decided on the basis of the evidence available in

this case record. Having gone through the evidence on record, it is

found that no one of the prosecution witnesses had supported the

prosecution  case  at  hand.  All  the  PWs have  deposed  during  their

evidence  that  at  the  time  of  incident  the  truck  was  coming  in  a

normal speed. Even the informant as PW1 herein this case has stated

that at the time of incident she was at home and she did not know as

to who had driven the ill-fated vehicle. After perusal of the evidence

available in this case record, it  is found that there was no seizure

witness in this case. Thus, considering the evidence of all the PWs, it

has seen that rash and negligent driving on the part of the accused
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has not been proved fully. 

21.To attract an offence u/S 279/304(A) IPC, rush and negligent driving of

the accused person is  necessary  to  prove him guilty  under above

sections of Law.  

22.From the discussion as stated above, I hold that the prosecution has

failed to prove the charge against the accused Tahir Ali  beyond all

reasonable  doubt  that  the  accused  was  negligent  and  hence  the

accused stands acquitted.

O R D E R

As  the  prosecution  has  failed  to  prove  the  case  with  substantive

evidence  against  the  accused  u/S  279/304(A)  IPC  beyond  all

reasonable doubt, so the accused Tahir Ali stands acquitted and set at

liberty forthwith. Bail bond shall remain in force for next 6 months as

per Section 437 (A) CrPC.

The zimma order of seized vehicle is made absolute. 

The judgment is given under the hand and seal of this Court on this

the 15th day of July, 2019.

                                      (N. Lahkar)
                                      Addl.   Chief Judicial Magistrate 

                    Udalguri, Assam. 

Dictated and corrected by me:

            (N. Lahkar )                          
             Addl. Chief Judicial Magistrate.                             

         Udalguri, Assam.           
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APPENDIX

A. Prosecution witnesses : PW 1 Sabina Gowala (informant)

PW 2 Khakan Kar

PW 3 Kuldip Nayak and

PW 4 Dipen Gowala

B. Defence witness :Nil.

C. Documents exhibited :Nil

 Addl. Chief Judicial Magistrate
         Udalguri, Assam. 

Typed by Rupam Das/Stenographer
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